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ITEM #: 28 
DATE: 09-12-23 
DEPT: P&H 

 
Staff Report 

 
REQUEST TO AMEND AUBURN TRAIL  

CONTRACT REZONING AGREEMENT FOR SHARED USE PATH 
 

September 12, 2023 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
At the City Council meeting on August 22, 2023, based upon a prior referral request, the 
City Council directed that this item be placed on a Council agenda.  
 
In a letter dated July 13, 2023, Justin Dodge of Hunziker Companies requested an 
extension related to construction of a shared use path along Hyde Avenue. The 
obligation is included within a Contract Rezoning Agreement for the proposed Auburn 
Trail Subdivision located at 4605 & 4514 Hyde Avenue. The Agreement was approved 
on July 21, 2021, between the City and two property owners: Erben Hunziker and 
Margaret Hunziker Apartments, LLC and Hunziker Development Group, LLC. 
 
The current trigger for construction of the shared use path as stated in the 
agreement is “within two years of the date that the first final plat is approved by the 
City Council” (see Attachment A). The first final plat for Auburn Trail was approved 
by the City Council on February 22, 2022, through the minor subdivision process, 
meaning the path is to be installed by February 22, 2024. Hunziker is asking for an 
amendment to the agreement to allow the construction of a shared use path to 
correspond to development on the west side of Hyde with a future final plat (see 
Attachment B). 
 
The original final plat approval was for the purpose of splitting off an existing house 
from the remainder of the subdivision area. A final plat was required to establish 
the boundary so the home could be sold. The plat did not create any new 
developable lots. Instead, it created one parcel having an existing residence, two 
outlots, and conveyance of Hyde Avenue right-of-way.  
 
Prior to any development on either outlot, a preliminary plat and final plat are required. 
The Major Subdivision Preliminary Plat for Auburn Trail was recommended for approval 
by the Planning and Zoning Commission on March 16, 2022. However, in May 2022, the 
developer requested that the project be placed on hold. Consequently, the Preliminary 
Plat did not proceed to the City Council for approval. To date, no developable lots have 
been created within the Auburn Trail Subdivision. 
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Hunziker states in the July 13 letter that it agreed to the provision in the Contract Rezoning 
Agreement “under the belief that completion of the trail would coincide with the grading 
of the west side of Hyde Avenue” when they “would have lots prepared and available for 
sale”. Hunziker now is requesting that the trigger for construction of the shared use 
path be changed to read, “the Developer will construct a shared use path along the 
west side of Hyde Avenue within two years of the date that the first final plat on the 
West side of Hyde Avenue is approved by the City Council.” At such time, Hunziker 
indicates that it would be able to “grade for this path.” (see Letter, Attachment B) 
 
OPTIONS: 
 

Option 1: Grant the Developer’s Request to Amend the Agreement Allowing 
Construction of the Shared Use Path to be Delayed. 
 

The City Council can direct the Developer to submit a Rezoning Application for an 
Amendment to the Agreement allowing the shared use path to be constructed 
within two years of the date that the first final plat on the West side of Hyde Avenue 
is approved by the City Council. 
 
Once approved, the amendment would allow the construction of the shared use 
path to coincide with grading of future developable lots on the west side of Hyde 
Avenue.  
 
Under this arrangement, there is no date certain for the construction of the shared 
use path. Construction of the shared use path would continue to be tied 
developer’s timeline, as is also the case with Hayden’s Preserve and that 
developer’s obligations under its development agreement.  

 
Option 2: Revise the Agreement with Alternative Language Addressing the 
Construction of the Shared Use Path. 
 

The City Council can direct staff to prepare an alternative amendment to the 
development agreement that includes a specific timeline for construction rather 
than tie it to a development phase. 

 
Option 3: Decline the Request From Developer and Require Construction of the 
Share Use Path under the Current Terms of the Agreement.  
 

The City Council can choose not to initiate any changes to the agreement at this 
time. The Developer would then be obligated to construct the shared use path by 
February 22, 2024 (within two years of the date that the first final plat). 
 
While this option might allow the construction of the shared use path sooner, it will 
not address the gap to the north associated with the Hayden’s Preserve 
Subdivision and therefore, the overall trail network in this area would still contain 
a gap.  
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STAFF COMMENTS: 
 
A gap in the trail network exists between Bloomington Heights and 190th Street along the 
west side of Hyde Avenue. This is a highly desired connection for north Ames trail users 
and was an important element of proceeding with the rezoning and planning for 
development of the site. At the time of approval of the agreement, the developer believed 
it would proceed with the project within the next year and easily complete the project.  
 
The overall completion of the shared use path is currently reliant on the development of 
two subdivisions locates along Hyde Avenue. This includes the subject Auburn Trail 
project and Hayden’s Preserve (formerly known as Rose Prairie) located to the north of 
Auburn Trail. Although the Hayden’s Preserve Preliminary Plat was approved by City 
Council on May 24, 2022, it too—as with Auburn Trail—has been halted and has not 
moved forward to final platting.  
 
If the City Council requires the Auburn Trail portion to proceed as currently 
required under the existing language of the agreement, the segment to the north 
associated with Hayden’s Preserve would continue to remain unfinished for an 
indeterminant period of time. Therefore, Staff supports an extension for the 
developer to complete the shared use path construction.   The original intent was 
to align the improvement with development of the site. An extension described with 
Option 1 would be consistent with this intent. 
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ATTACHMENT A 
Contract Rezoning Agreement 
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ATTACHMENT B 

Letter received by City Council from Justin Dodge, representing Hunziker 


